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ABSTRACT

The heterogeneous texture classifications with the complexity of structures provide variety of possibilities in image processing, as an example of the multifractal analysis features. The task of texture analysis is a highly significant field of study in the field of machine vision. Most of the real-life surfaces exhibit textures and an efficiently modelled vision system must have the ability to deal with this variety of surfaces. A considerable number of surfaces maintain a self-similarity quality as well as statistical roughness at different scales. Fractals could provide a great deal of advantages; also, they are popular in the process of modelling these properties in the tasks related to the field of image processing. With two distinct methods, this paper presents classification of texture using random box counting and binarization methods calculate the estimation measures of the fractal dimension BCM. There methods are the banalization and random selecting boxes. The classification of the white blood cells is presented in this paper based on the texture if it is normal or abnormal with the use of a number of various methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are number of choices that the multifractal analysis in image processing has provided. One good example of that, the classification of heterogeneous texture with a great complexity in the structure [1]. Visual textures are highly important in the interpretation of images as they include important image details, and as texture representations which pool the local image descriptors in order less approach have a significant effect on different applications [2]. At the other hand, great number of features is compromised mostly by the substantial problems which related to the data mining. However, some features might be inaccurate or not relevant which eventually effected the correctness of the classification algorithms. One of the most important and efficient methods is the texture analysis, it is implemented in the analysis and classification of images which show a redundancy in the pixels, and it’s an important issue of the fields for image processing and computer vision [3]. The types of texture analysis are divided into 4 fundamental, which are: statistical, filter based, model based and structural. The idea of the fractal models was initially presented by Mandelbrot [4], it had indicated surface roughness. Fractal theory is one of many widely implemented approaches.

According to International Diabetes Federation (IDF) now people are having diabetes is about 387 million worldwide and it will be increased to 592 million by 2035. IDF declared that 52% of Indians do not know about diabetes that they are suffering with high blood sugar. In rural India around 34 million people affected with diabetes compared to urban Indians around 28 million people [5]. Many fractal approaches are used in different areas of science (like image processing) [6]. According to the surfaces, rough surfaces are
the most common compared to smooth ones in nature, however, they exist in artificial environments too, like cloths, carpets, and microstructure textures existing on usually flat surfaces. Fractal geometry tools [7] typically model a rough surface. Thus, the fractal functions could be thought of as a sufficient option to represent surfaces of natural tissues that are chosen due to the short period importance of the image classification properties, as the surface fractal dimension has a complete correlation approximation to the toughness of surface [8]. Thereby, textures measure surface roughness. In grey level textures characterized by grey levels’ distribution in an area, this is why, it is not possible to define textures precisely, but in a form of a pattern repeating of local change in the image intensity; Textures could be mathematically represented in a form of a function of things and patterns [9]. Other scholars depended on Bouligand-Minkowski descriptors; recursively decomposing initial images into equal portions and estimating the Bouligand-Minkowski descriptors’ mean and deviation that are computed for each part, it obtains better outputs than texture conventional descriptors, like Gabor-wavelets, co-occurrence matrix and local binary patterns [10]. Other studies that implemented algorithms which provided more than one image slide based on a innovative method which produced multi thresholding and afterwards, obtains the characteristic of the fractal dimension utilizing the method of box counting every one of the slides [11].

2. THE BLOOD

Blood is a composition of liquid (named plasma) and solid cells, which are created in the bone marrow (a spongy, soft mass that resides in the bone center). In grown-ups, the marrow that has the maximal activity is in the spine bones (also referred to as the vertebrae), breast bone, bones of the pelvis, bones of the shoulders, rib bones, and the skull. Undeveloped blood cells in the marrow are known as the stem cells, residing in the bloodstream as well, but in smaller amounts, and are called peripheral blood stem cells, which could be abbreviated to (PBSCs) [12].

The stem cells are responsible for creating all human’s blood cells. Haematopoiesis is the process which is responsible for the development of blood cells. Regarding the initial stage of the development of the blood cells, where stem cells are converted to blasts. The related cells for this line become oblasts of lymph and afterwards become lymphocytes that a kind of white blood cells, termed as leukocytes too. Those cells have a significant impact in resisting infections and getting rid of anomalous cells [13].

Myeloid cell line, those cells later become red blood cells (RBCs), several types of white blood cells, and platelets. The latter form clots in broken vessels in order to prevent bleeding. Whereas red blood cells deliver O2 to all tissues of the organism [14]. There are a plenty of types of white blood cells. Every of those types have a certain part to play. Lymphocytes produce anti-bodies which have the task of fighting sickness. The main lymphocytes kinds are: 1) T cells are responsible for fighting infections, destroying anomalous cells and controlling the response of the immune system. 2) B cells are produce the anti-bodies that have the task of fighting bacteria, viruses and other unwanted material like fungus. 3) Natural killer (NK) cells have the responsibility of attacking foreign cells. Figure 1 shows the blood cell types [15].
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Figure 1. The blood cell types, (a) T-Lymphocyte, (b) B-Lymphocyte, (c) Natural killer-cell

3. LEUKEMIA

Leukemia is thought of as the condition that usually happens to children, however, it actually happens more in adults. It is more commonly met in male than females and also it is more commonly met in Caucasians than Africans. In fact, no one can control in order to avoid this condition happening to them. Leukemia is the cancer of blood cells which happens as a result of a rises number of white blood cells. Those cells push away the red blood cells and platelets that are necessary for the body in order to stay well. These excessive numbers of white blood cells do not properly operate, resulting in serious health issues. These leukemia cells cannot resist illnesses same as white blood cells do and due to the fact that there is too many of these cells, they start to affect the functioning of the major body parts. Therefore, the red blood cells count is not enough for providing and delivering O2, and the number of platelets is not sufficient to produce clots in
the blood, nor a sufficient number of normal white blood cells to resist infections. Figure 2 describes the development of the cells [16].

In addition to infections, this could be resulting in issues like bruises, bleeding, and anemia. Leukemia have different types, this condition is classified on the basis of two considerations. First, according to how fast it develops and second, how fast it gets more serious. Based on the blood cell types involved (myeloid or lymphoid), these types are also classified as acute and chronic. Chronic leukemia the case in which is an amount of immature cells, and the rest can normally operate. That means it becomes serious, but at a slower pace. Acute leukemia is the situation in which most abnormal cells remain immature and cannot normally operate. In this case it could get more serious in a very short time.
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Figure 2. Cell development

4. **FRACAL DIMENSION**

Fractal dimension (FD) is a very significant characteristic of fractal geometry, it is applied in many different applications, including image processing, analysis of images, classification of shapes, texture segmentation, and the identifying image characteristics like how rough or smooth it is. There are many different approaches for the estimation of fractal surface dimensions [17]. The commonly utilized method of the calculation of fractal dimensions is the grid dimension approach, also referred to as the box counting approach and a group of other enhanced methods like differential box counting and the approach of improved differential box counting are used for the estimation of greyscale images fractal dimension [18]. This characteristic is deployed in classifying and describing textures, analysis of shapes; it is responsible for providing an efficient base for invariance between different fractal objects. The multi-threshold algorithm is used to generate the binarization method which is in turn used to find the boxing counting method, and eventually calculate the FD. For each texture image, one or more than slide can be generated using the multithreading algorithm. On each slide pf these, a single FD will be applied to generate what it called a multifractal dimension. Moreover, for all the pixel of the textures image, there is a feature vector will be calculated as feature vector \( M = \{ m_1, m_2, ..., m_n \} \). However, more experiments have been made to found the dimensions for specific objects. These experiments work well with lines, edge, spaces and so on [19].

5. **BOX COUNTING**

This approach is a rather common approach of fractal dimensions. The most significant reasons of its popularity are the comparatively easy calculation and mathematical estimation. For BCD estimation, according to (1) and (2), at first boxes \( A(s) \) number for whole block should be counted in order to resolve the overlapping issue which is related to the FD calculation for those blocks. The following equations are used to compute the fractal dimension [20]:

\[
H = \frac{\sum_{s=0}^{k-2} \log(A(s)) \times \log 9N(s))}{\sum_{s=0}^{k-2} \log(A(s))^2}
\]  

FD=2-H
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H represents the slope, A(s) represents full boxes number of all blocks, N(s) define the number of boxes that are covering the design, the maximum size of a box is represented by k, and S is the size of box. The curve FD value might be in the range between 1 (the topological dimension) and 2 (which is the plane’s topological dimension).

5.1. Binarization with mesh box counting method

Due to the fact that the representation of binary images could be operated using high-speed logical operations (Boolean), it merely required a single bit to be assigned to every pixel ’1’ or ’0’ whereas found in a grey level. Typically, binary images could be resulted from abstracting the basic data from a grayscale image, such as the location of the object, its edges, or whether some characteristics of the image are present, which made the processing of binary images utilized for special tasks [20-21].

Thresholding is a procedure of converting a grey scale image to a black and white image via a proper threshold. The conventional thresholding utilizes a single threshold as a global one for every pixel, while adaptive thresholding changes the threshold over the image in a dynamic way. Taking under consideration that a grey level image f takes K potential grey-level values in the set of {0, 1, 2,..., K-1} [9]. Determining a threshold, T that has the value in the grey-scale range of {0, 1, 2, . . . . , K-1}. The procedure of thresholding is simply done by comparing each the pixel value (f) with T [22]. According to this comparison, a binary decision (0, if f is greater or equal to T, otherwise 1) is made, which determines the matching pixel value in an output binary image (g).

There are a number of methods to calculate a threshold (histogram, traditional, actual, and others). One of the most widely utilized approaches for the calculation of the threshold is the histogram, it indicates the pixel count for every grey level volume in the grayscale for the image range. Peaks in a histogram point to increase redundant grey values in the image, typically comprising nearly uniform areas, whereas valleys point to the less redundant grey values. Empty regions indicate the absence of the pixels of those values in the image. In thresholding approaches, a threshold value must be determined. After the histogram calculation, the minimal and maximal values are specified (indicating low and high grey areas). This process might differ from one method to the other, such as in the traditional method the maximal and minimal values could be specified directly, the maximal and minimal values showed a component values lower and upper bound, in which the histogram elements summation beyond these bounds is below a predetermined value [23]. To compute the group of uniformly distributed threshold values; the calculation of intensity interval between the possible values of thresholds is:

$$\text{Interval} = \frac{V_1 - V_2}{n+1}$$

n denotes number of thresholds, v1 denotes peaks, v2 denotes valleys. Algorithm 1 shows the steps of binarization via multi-thresholding by the use of the histogram method.

---

Algorithm 1: binarization by multithresholding image using histogram method.

Input: Image texture with size NxN, N_T number of thresholds.

Output: N slides of binary image

Begin
Get (v1) peak and (v2) valleys of image
Loop for i= 1 to N_T
T(i)= v1 + (Interval * i)
End Loop
For each threshold (T) of N_T
For each pixel on image do
Get pixel P
If P > t
Set pixel p=1
Else
Set pixel p= 0
End loop
Save slide
End loop
End

---

The sliding grey level image into several binary images by multi thresholding and binarization methods is illustrates in Figure 3. In Algorithm 2, the proposed method pseudo code is exhibited by stating the fundamental processes (binarization method) for the image texture. The pseudo code can be considered as the “skeleton” in the three-dimensional space with x and y coordinates representing the two dimensional position and z coordinate represents the shape of the object. Then, in each one of the binary images slide the size of boxes as: (s=2,32, W mod s=0).
Algorithm 2: Box-counting algorithm for box length modification and volume percentage.

Input: N binary slides images

Begin

Sliding binary image by using algorithm 1 (binarization method).

Foreach binary image slide do

Foreach Box size s from 2 to 32 where (w mod s=0) of the Window do

N(s)=0;

Foreach Non Overlapping Box in the slide do

Find the object box in image surface 3D (the” blanket”);

volp = percent of object appearance (the “blanket”) in the box;

N(s) = N(s) + volp;

End

End

End

For each binary slide image do

H=";

FD=2-H

End

End

From each 3-D box, in order to calculate the “count” (N(s)) for each box size (s), distinct volume percentages are summed. H is the slop, N(s) represents the number of boxes that are covering the structure, A(s) is the boxes total number for all blocks, k denotes the maximal size of the box and s denotes the box size. A curve’s FD might be in various values ranging from 1 (i.e. its topological dimension) to 2 (i.e. the topological dimension at which the plane can occupy) [24].

5.2. Random box counting method

Another approach of measuring the fractal dimensions by the approach of box counting was dependent on the arbitrary selection of boxes from image textures and measuring their fractal dimensions. Image texture is randomly split into smaller blocks that are of M×M size, where M must be of value bigger than 0 and smaller than the width and the height of the selected image texture of the size LH×LW. The initial pixel for each one of the blocks could be assigned in an arbitrary manner based on (4) and (5) [25].
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XS=(LH-M)*rand \hspace{1cm} (4)

YS=(LW-M)*rand \hspace{1cm} (5)

YS, XS represent the initial pixel coordinates of every one of the blocks and “rand” is a function, which generates a random value in the range between (1,0). Post the determination of the random blocks from the texture of the binary image. The threshold is utilized for converting grey rank to binary in this research it is 127, the length of the block slide is altered a number of times, and 20 pixels every time, which starts from ten pixels to 90, finally it computes the fractal dimension. Algorithm 3 shows analyzing steps of computing blocking approach. The output from this algorithm statistical indicator of image texture topology. Figure 4 shows the approach of image texture BCM random selection stage and that includes selecting, calculating and extracting features [25].

Algorithm 3: Random box-counting algorithm for box length modification and volume percentage:
Input: Image texture with size N x N.
Output: Fractal feature vector

Begin
Convert grey level image into binary level
For each n box counting
Select random box start point according to
XS = (LH - M) * rand
YS = (LW - M) * rand
For each non overlapping box in the slide do
Find the object box in image surface 3D (the” blanket”);
volp = percent of object appearance (the “blanket”) in the box;
N(s) = N(s) + volp;
End
End
End
For each binary slide image do
H=
FD=2-H
End
End

Figure 4. WBC the levels of the random selection technique for the image texture including select, calculate and extract feature

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Approach of fractal dimension binarization measure: this approach obtains the highest identification percentage compared to the utilized approaches, this method gets a highest recognition rate among used methods which was 96% for all of the classes. Figure 5 illustrates curve of recognition of the fractal dimension.
In the approach of random box counting of fractal measures, the value of the fractal dimension of one image texture could differ when the procedure is done over on the texture of the image based on the chosen boxes. This is due to the randomly adopting selection of boxes from the texture of the image. This is why, the fractal dimension does not have a particular value (in contrast to the approach of binarization). Via using this approach in the discrimination system on the texture of the tested image it gets results of 80%. The rate of recognition varies according to the feature container on boxes. In sliding technique from binarization method (fractal dimension), by trying from 8 to 12 slides for texture image, we found that sliding image to 10 slides get a better recognition rate. Random technique of fractal dimension measure does not need to make process on all texture image (as binarization method) it selects the boxes randomly, thus it has less processing and not fixed fractal dimension value than binarization method.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the classification of texture using random box counting and binarization methods. The difference in the discrimination case proportion to texture overlap and contrast amongst classes shows that the normal class exceeds the first prize for the abnormal class. Random approach of fractal dimensions’ calculations requires making no processes on all texture images (like the approach of binarization) it arbitrarily selects the boxes, thereby having less processing and variable values for fractal dimension values compared to the approach of binarization. Fractal dimension is precise in describing textures of images and accounting their properties; it obtains the highest recognition percentage compared to the rest of the used methods that have obtained a rate of identification equal to 96% and 70% on the approach of binarization and random box method frequently for all of the classes.

8. FUTURE WORK

In future work we can use the evolutionary computation and neural networks for training and testing the features. Improve the mechanism of determining the multifractal dimension to speed up the classification process and some statistical or structural attributes to improve the quality of segmentation for the fractal dimension.
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